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During the weekend of the 23-25 August 2019, learners from five of Sifunda Kunye schools attended the annual
writing camp.
This year the theme/topic to write about was UBUNTU. Learners was preparing for this weekend before they arrived at the camp.
The weekend was a huge success! The learners all completed their writing with inspiration from their peers , facilitators and quest speakers.

We would like to thank all that made this weekend possible. We acknowledge our funder Mr Andrew Summers
for making this weekend possible.
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14 August 2019
Learners from our school attended the Eskom Expo for young scientist at WSU in Berlin. All our learners did very
well with their science projects. Kuma Kula from Grade 11 did a presentation on safest atm in the world, how to
protect your identity of thieves that are attempting to steal your hard earned income.

Well done to all our learners they made us proud.
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During this term student teachers from Walter Sisilu university did their practical at our school. We
would like to thank the student teachers for their contribution toward our learners future. We as a
school wish them the best of luck in the their future endeavors.

The Presidents Award program at Xolani SSS was visited by the Eastern Cape program manager Mr Bret Mali during
this term.
We would like to thank Thandile Mazukwe and Mr Mali for taking the time to visit our different units.
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Xolani chess players practice their chess skills everyday, and we would like to thank Mr Kumbugwe for guiding us on our journey with chess. During this term we had the opportunity to play
a match against Toise SSS.

Xolani SSS wanted to showcase their hard work to set up a rematch against Toise SSS that they

were defeated by Toise SSS in 2019.

During the rematch this term our hard work payed of as we walked away as champions from this
tournament.

Thank you to Sifuda Kunye for supporting our initiative, a huge thank you goes out to Mr Kumbugwe for supporting our chess
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CAMI MATHS & READER
in our Sifunda Kunye Lab at our School

Thank you Mr Kumbugwe for always
assisting our learners in our lab.
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You totally don’t want to think about it right now, but finals
are just around the corner. That means you can add studying
for them to your already vast to-do list. Here are some helpful
hints on how to prepare for your exams and get everything
else done.
Tip 1: Start early
Preparation for exams should begin earlier than the day before the test. You can’t cram an entire unit of information into an all-nighter. Get started at least a week before the exam.
Tip 2: Organize
Begin by making yourself a calendar outlining a daily schedule of topics for review. Cover a small amount of
material for each class each day. Every time you complete a topic, give yourself a mini review.
Tip 3: Outline
Once you have decided what you need to study and how much time you need to spend studying, it is time to
actually study. One of the best ways is to make succinct outlines. As you read over your textbook and class
notes, write a brief summary for each topic. Highlight the areas in your outline that were most troublesome.
When you have finished with all the material, you will have an outline you can review.
Tip 4: Make flashcards
Similar to outlining, making flashcards is a really helpful technique for studying. By writing down the information from your outline, you are already doing half the studying. Once the flashcards are complete, you will
have a portable study packet to look over.
Tip 5: Get help
If you are having trouble memorizing something or a particular concept is just not sinking in, get help before
it’s too late. Ask your teacher to go over a glitch you might be having. Or if memorizing 200 vocabulary words
seems like too much to do, recruit your family members to quiz you with index cards.
Tip 6: Sleep
You need at least seven hours of sleep a night to function. Tests are designed to make you think. If you are
sleep-deprived, you won’t be able to remember any of the information you worked so hard to cram into your
brain.
Tip 7:Stay calm
Do not panic at the exam! Even if at first glance the test is overwhelming, remember to breathe. If a question
seems too hard, answer all the questions you know, then return to the ones
you left blank. Remind yourself that you are prepared.
Tip 8: Don’t rush
You have spent at least two weeks studying, so what’s another couple of
minutes? Work through the exam slowly and read all the questions before answering them. If you are done before the time is up, look over your answers

